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Collaboration with Cetena S.p.A. 
(Fincantieri Group) in the merit of SAFE 
(Realtime Damage Manager and 
Decision Support) project co-funded by 
POR FESR (Fondo  Europeo per lo 
Sviluppo Regionale), working on 
developing new tools and 
methodologies for the dynamic 
quantification of the damage 
experienced by a passenger ship.

Safe Return to 
Port



➔ Interconnected System
➔ Graph Theory
➔ Damage propagation

Digital Twin of the ship:

Source: DNV GL

For further info, check on GRAPE: github.com/mathLab/GRAPE

https://github.com/mathLab/GRAPE


➔ Cascade Effect
➔ Casualty Threshold Exceeded
➔ Ship Abandonment

!>> >>



➔ Damage Quantification
➔ Switch Activation
➔ Safe Return To Port



Collaboration with the Volkswagen research 
center for an efficient shape optimization in the 
field of car aerodynamic performances 
enhancement.  
The work has been included as part of the ARIA 
project (Accurate ROMs for Industrial 
Applications) financed by the 
H2020-MSCA-RISE-2019 of the European 
Commission

Aerodynamic 
shape modeling



Accurate ROMs for Industrial Applications



The goal of the work is the study of the 
rear part of a car.



In particular the slope angle of the 
small flap fixed to the luggage van 
door is the point to focus on.





The Ahmed body is a common choice for car 
CFD investigations since all the most relevant 
phenomena are preserved.

To test the codes we developed, a simpler 
case was needed. We decided to focus on a 
back step problem where the slope of the 
step was parameterized.





Collaboration with the company Danieli 
& C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A. within 
the POR-FESR projects on 
mathematical modelling and 
numerical simulation of the pickling 
process.

Mathematical modelling 
and numerical 

simulation of the 
pickling process
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free surface
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outlet

spray bar
spray bar



Fluid dynamics

Chemistry

Structural mechanics Heat transfer



Fluid dynamics

Chemistry

Structural mechanics Heat transfer



PRE-PROCESSING
● A computational grid is generated 

SIMULATION
● Numerical techniques are used to 

approximate the governing equations
● The discretized equations are 

employed in a computer code



Collaboration with Electrolux 
Professional, a leading company in the 
field of professional appliances, 
working on the implementation of 
neural networks able to face the 
problem of object detection.
 

Convolutional Neural 
Networks for object 

detection in 
professional appliances



➔ Smart cooking for ovens
➔ Recognition of different types of food 

placed inside a fridge
➔ Recognition of different types of 

crockeries for efficient washing in a 
dishwasher

➔ ...

Object Detection: case studies



INPUT  IMAGE

There are 
four apples 
in the 
picture.

Can a computer detect objects in pictures? 



Convolutional
Neural 

Network

INPUT  IMAGE OUTPUT  IMAGE

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are algorithms which can take as input an image, 

assign importance  to various aspects/objects in the image and be able to differentiate 

one from the other. 

Can a computer detect objects in pictures? 



How to implement your own Object Detector



European Industrial Doctorate Program  
sponsored by the European Commission in the 
framework of Horizon 2020.

A cooperation between the Instituto 
Tecnológico de Matemática Industrial, the 
SISSA mathlab group and Danieli & C. Officine 
Meccaniche S.p.A. in the framework of the Marie 
Skłodowska-Curie actions ROMSOC

Real-time 
computation of 

continuous casting 
mold behaviour



Reduced Order Modelling, Simulation and Optimization of Coupled Systems
UNIVERSITIES

11 PhD 
Projects

COMPANIES

The ROMSOC project





What is happening inside a casting mold?



The only data available are thermocouples measurements inside the mold plates

MOLD MODEL

TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENTS

INVERSE PROBLEM 
SOLVER

MOLD-SLAB 
HEAT FLUX

● Optimal control 
problem

● Requires several 
computation of the 
direct problem

● Expensive

Heat transfer model 
for the mold plates 
(direct problem)

Can we compute it?



Collaboration with Bormioli Pharma Srl within the 
Higher Education and Development (HEaD) 
programme, funded by the Fondo Sociale 
Europeo (FSE), working on the Study of CFD 
models for the management and design of glass 
melting furnaces.  

Study of CFD models 
for the management 
and design of glass 

melting furnaces



➔ Flow equations: Navier-Stokes

➔ Heat Equation: Boussinesq 
approximation

➔ Electric Equation: Joule Effect

COUPLED EQUATIONSCOUPLED EQUATIONS!

Molten glass, a multiphysics problem



Top

Boosters

Inlet

Step

Throat

Lateral walls Outlet

Bottom ➔ Inflow in the inlet
➔ Exit of the flow in the outlet
➔ Heat source on the top 

surface
➔ Boosters heating by the 

Joule Effect
➔ Zero velocity on bottom, 

throat, step and lateral 
walls

Scheme of the furnace



Numerical Results: Non-intrusive POD



Collaboration with Lombardi Group, 
an Italian-Swiss company for civil 
engineering, looking for innovative 
and math-driven ways to help 
engineers with efficiently planning 
inspections and maintenance of 
road tunnels in Italy’s highway 
system. 

Tunnel inspection 
planning via

Artificial Intelligence



Can we speed up the tunnel inspection process?



Artificial Intelligence can quickly provide a detailed analysis of defects in a tunnel, thus 

supporting engineers to plan and prepare targeted inspections in advance:

HOW MANY?

WHERE?

WHICH TYPE?

AI

Inspection planning with Artificial Intelligence



Artificial Intelligence can quickly provide a detailed analysis of defects in a tunnel, thus 

supporting engineers to plan and prepare targeted inspections in advance:

metal net

corrugated metal

visual defect

AI

Inspection planning with Artificial Intelligence



Artificial Intelligence can quickly provide a detailed analysis of defects in a tunnel, thus 

supporting engineers to plan and prepare targeted inspections in advance:

…

tunnel age

% defects

vault thickness

...

low

medium

high

AI

RISK

Inspection planning with Artificial Intelligence



Collaboration with the company 
Fincantieri SpA in the merit of the 
Higher Education and Development 
(HEaD) programme funded by Fondo 
Sociale Europeo (FSE), working on an 
efficient framework for shape 
optimization for cruise ship hulls.

Efficient shape 
optimization by 
application of 
reduced order 

model



DEFORMATION

SIMULATIONOPTIMIZATION

Initial
Shape

Optimal
Shape

➔ fuel economy
➔ less pollution
➔ environmental sustainability

How can I find the “best” shape of the hull?

The shape optimization procedure



DEFORMATION

SIMULATIONOPTIMIZATION

Initial
Shape

Optimal
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➔ fuel economy
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➔ environmental sustainability

How can I find the “best” shape of the hull?

The shape optimization procedure



Model order reduction techniques provide a model simplification in order to need 
less hardware resources (then less time) for computing the model response

SOLUTIONS DATABASE
High computational cost (days)

REDUCED BASIS 
APPROACH

ONLINE SOLUTION
Small computational cost 

(seconds)

projection
combination

How can I QUICKLY find the best hull shape?



DEFORMATION

SIMULATIONOPTIMIZATION

Initial
Shape

Optimal
Shape

REDUCED 
BASIS

● Creation of the 
high-fidelity database 
solutions 

● Building the reduced 
order model

● EXPENSIVE (cluster)

● Optimization 
cycle using the 
reduced order 
model

● CHEAP (laptop)

The shape optimization procedure



Collaboration with Fincantieri S.p.A. 
within the IRONTH project. 

The aim is the structural optimization of a 
passenger ship during the design step 
through parametric techniques and 
computational reduction methods.

Structural 
optimization of 

passenger ships with 
reduced order 

models



Fast evaluation of the structural behaviour 
of the entire cruise ship using reduced order 
mathematical models.

Can maths reduce the environmental impact of 
modern cruise ships?



We are able to preserve the structural 
stability while minimizing both the human 
intervention on shipyard and the steel 
used.

Through optimization we can reduce the amount 
of steel used to manufacture cruise ships



Some projects have been funded by means of 
the POR FESR program of the Friuli Venezia Giulia 
regional government, and join the efforts of 
several companies, universities and  research 
centers acting in the region.

Hydro-acoustic analysis 
of propellers and study 

of vibrational
phenomena in planing

yacht hulls 



• The main goal of project PRELICA was that of 
introducing acoustic analysis in the design loop of ship 
propellers

• One contribution to the project was the development 
of tools for geometrical morphing of propellers

• We also worked on model reduction for LES based 
hydro acoustic simulations

 

PRELICA Project



• The main goal of project SOPHYA was that of 
establishing software tools to analyze yacht hull 
behavior in non-calm sea conditions

• A first contribution was applying geometrical 
morphing to planing hulls

• Flow simulations were carried out at UniTS on 
geometries that were parametrically deformed at 
SISSA mathLab

• We then worked on model order and parameter 
space reduction for the unsteady planing hull 
simulations  

SOPHIA Project

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14JNGNSMbD2TUzNoQu0HHQu2FByrZrW68/preview


1. The main goal of project UBE2 is that of 
understanding vibrational phenomena of 
planing hulls in cruise conditions

2. Rather than vibrations caused by waves, 
the focus here is on vibrations caused by 
structural deformations

3. Our contribution is represented by the 
development of online tools for the 
analysis of experimental data of hull 
vibration (linear FFT and Higher Order 
Spectra)

Underwater Blue Efficiency



grozza@sissa.it

https://people.sissa.it/~grozza/

https://twitter.com/RozzaGroup

http://mathlab.sissa.it

mailto:grozza@sissa.it
https://people.sissa.it/~grozza/
https://twitter.com/RozzaGroup
https://twitter.com/SissaSchool



